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introduction
ranulph glanville

this small book is a gift to our loyal and long-term member, klaus
krippendorff, by which the american society for cybernetics (asc)
marks and celebrates his 80th birthday.
klaus krippendorff has been a member of the american society for
cybernetics for almost its whole life. after an early period of friction
and division, he was responsible for writing the bylaws that form
the constitution of the recovered society, and has been an alert
and vocal critic of any hints that the asc might be veering from the
bylaws and becoming undemocratic. in this, he has been a persistent and probing conscience. we admire and cherish him for this.
however, his contribution to the asc is much greater. his loyal
attendance at our conferences, his willingness to support by
reporting on his leading research in our field (and others), and by
lending us his considerable international reputation. he has made
many good suggestions the society has been able to act on. we
have also benefitted from his talent as a designer, the route by
which he came to cybernetics in the 1960s, studying for his phd
with that doyen of exactness, w ross ashby.
in recognition of his contributions, the asc made klaus an honorary
emeritus member, on his 80th birthday.
the small book is made of a critical appreciation of klaus and his
work by former asc president, stuart umpleby, the reconciliation
president of the society at the time when klaus prepared the
bylaws that marked the society’s healing. stuart reminds us that
klaus’s work has been and continues to be significant in several
fields (as is so often the case with cyberneticians). there then
follows the directory, which is a reference list of klaus’s own selection of his publications, obtained in a somewhat underhand manner that placed surprise above openness. i hope klaus will forgive
me for this, on this occasion.
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an electronic version of the booklet, with live hyperlinks to the urls
klaus has provided for those who want to access the papers
themselves, will appear on the asc web site at http://www.asccybernetics.org/cyberneticians/krippendorff.html. i hope that many
will do this: asc members know klaus’s presence. we do not all
know his work so well.
for those who ask why this book is presented without capital
(upper case) letters, the answer is not to mimic ee cummings, but
because this is klaus’s manner: it is a style that originated around
the time that klaus studied design in ulm.
it is my honor to offer this tribute to klaus, on behalf of all our
members.
ranulph glanville
asc president
july 2012
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about klaus krippendorff
stuart umpleby

klaus krippendorff has been a leading contributor to the fields of
cybernetics and communication studies for several decades. he is
the gregory bateson term professor of cybernetics, culture and
language and professor emeritus of communication in the annenberg school of communication at the university of pennsylvania.
education
klaus krippendorff received an engineering degree from the state
engineering school in hanover, germany, and a diploma in design
from the very innovative ulm school of design (home of the design
methods movement) in germany. he then received a phd in communication from the university of illinois urbana-champaign, studying with w. ross ashby.
contributions to communications studies
like so many other cyberneticians, klaus earned his living doing
something else: in his case, teaching communication studies. as a
professor at the annenberg school of communication at the university of pennsylvania since 1964, his early contributions were
methodological. he is widely recognized as the leading authority
on content analysis, to which he has contributed many insights
including a clarification of the epistemology and logic of the
methodology. he also worked for many years on applications of
information theory and was a leading contributor to product semantics, which brought with it the metamorphosis from what had
been called graphic design into visual communications. his essay
on the macintosh computer remains a classic.
contributions to cybernetics
i first met klaus in 1974 when he arranged a significant conference
in philadelphia on communication and control in society. it was at
this conference that heinz von foerster first presented for publication the idea of second order cybernetics or the cybernetics of
cybernetics. (the idea was to go beyond the study of control sys-
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tems in the observed world and instead to turn attention to the
observer as also being a control system: klaus was an important
contributor in developing this position.)
klaus has written two encyclopedia articles explaining cybernetics,
including one for the encyclopedia of communication theory and
one for the international encyclopedia of communication. he has
also written encyclopedia articles on information theory and claude
shannon.
let me briefly describe some of his intellectual contributions.
the key idea in his recent book the semantic turn is that there is a
paradigm shift in the design of artifacts— industrial, graphic,
informational, architectural, and social—from an emphasis on how
artifacts function to what they mean to those affected by them. the
semantic turn suggests a distinction between the technical and
user-irrelevant working of artifacts, and human interactions with
artifacts; individually, socially, and culturally. attending to the
technical dimension of artifacts is called technology-centered
design. for ordinary users, the technical functioning of artifacts is
mere background for what matters to them. the semantic turn
suggests that human-centered design is the design of human
interfaces that are meaningful, easy to use, even enjoyable to
experience, be it computer operating systems, kitchen implements,
public service systems, architectural spaces, or information campaigns. in this formulation the technological workings of an artifact
have assumed the role of “black box”, a favorite concept of his
teacher ashby.
in addition to his work on design, klaus is the leading figure defining the connection between cybernetics and social phenomena. he
goes beyond the traditional second order cybernetics preoccupation with individual cognition—observation and description—and
emphasizes the social domain of participation. in contrast to ernst
von glasersfeld, who said that “cognition, in spite of adaptation to
perturbations created by others, is ‘a private affair’,” krippendorff
prefers to emphasize the social nature of language, and hence
cognition. for example, “saying ‘i understand’ can cause a conversation to terminate, go on to something else or be challenged by a
listener for all kinds of reasons. all speech acts can be rejected or
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accepted in many ways. there could be many reasons for saying ‘i
understand.’ we will not know the reasons unless we ask and
receive the speaker’s answer.” as a further point klaus notes that a
constructivist’s vocabulary—“experiences, networks of ideas,
coherency, fit, and viability carry a social history into the present.”
hence, talk of cognition in psychological terms is not “a private
affair.” (constructivist foundations, 3/2:102, 2008)
klaus has also addressed social organizations from the position of
their active participants, rather than from their position of the
participants as passive observers.
in his paper, “reconciling
radical constructivism with social organizations as networks of
conversations and of stakeholders," asc conference may 11-14,
2008, in champaign-urbana), he offers two conceptions of organizations. first, he sees them as reconstitutable networks of conversations, noting “that the central feature of all social organizations is
their reconstitutability at different times, with same or different
people, and perhaps at different locations”. second, he sees
organizations as self-organizing networks of stakeholders wherein
cooperation emerges in the production of material culture. klaus
sees the construction of social organizations as resulting from
participation and human agency.
i think it is also important to point to klaus’s article on cybernetics’s
reflexive turns. “in the history of cybernetics there have been
several attempts by cyberneticians to put themselves into the
circularities of their theories and designs, invoking a shift from the
cybernetics of mechanisms to a cybernetics of cybernetics… von
foerster introduced the concept of second-order cybernetics, which
may have overshadowed or sidelined other reflexivities.” klaus
attempts to recover four reflexive turns. he describes their origin
and implications and suggests ways in which these reflexive turns
constitute what karl and albert mueller call “an unfinished revolution” (2001). he discusses these reflexive turns as conceptual
expansions of cybernetics.
contributions to the american society for cybernetics
after the 1974 meeting i have mentioned, klaus and i met again in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. during the mid 1970s the american society for cybernetics (asc) encountered a number of difficul-
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ties due to conflicts with the then asc president. the situation
became so tense that a second cybernetics society was founded.
the american society for cybernetics (asc) had grown out of a
luncheon discussion group that met in washington, dc. many of the
members and officers lived in the washington area. the american
cybernetics association (aca) was based in philadelphia, and klaus
krippendorff and doreen steg were key members. when the (problematic) president of the asc died, members of the two societies
decided to get back together. the key people in bringing about the
merger were barry clemson, then president of the asc, and doreen
steg, then president of aca. the two groups decided to use the
name of the american society for cybernetics and the constitution
of the american cybernetics association, which had been written
primarily by klaus.
in subsequent years there were frequent suggestions that asc
should merge with the society for general systems research, which
is now the international society for the systems sciences. most
people in isss thought that cybernetics should be a special interest
group within isss. klaus and heinz von foerster were the most
outspoken opponents of these plans. the issue that maintained the
separation of asc and isss was epistemology. asc was developing
a constructivist epistemology whereas most members of isss
remained committed to a realist epistemology. some members of
isss regarded any move toward what they considered a subjectivist epistemology to be a serious error which should be strongly
condemned. this attitude made it difficult to hold productive conversations within isss meetings (although the asc and isss are now on
a more friendly and mutually supportive footing). in all of these
administrative discussions klaus played a vital role, making sure
that administrative structures supported the needed intellectual
work.
in addition to his writings and his administrative contributions to
cybernetics, klaus has been an active reviewer, editor, grant writer
and grant evaluator in both communication studies and cybernetics. he has been a member of the editorial boards of many journals
and frequently revises papers for many other journals and for
funding agencies. he is an elected fellow of the american associa-
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tion for the advancement of science, the international communication association, the japanese society for science and design, and
has been a fellow at the netherlands institute for advanced study in
the humanities and social sciences. several years ago he received
the norbert wiener medal from the american society for cybernetics
for his many contributions to cybernetics. to mark his 80th birthday,
he was appointed an honorary emeritus member of the society.
some personal reflections
perhaps a consequence of his education in engineering and
design, klaus has always had an interest in designing and the
designed object. for example, he remodeled a townhouse in
philadelphia in an unusual way. i remember in particular that there
was a staircase that was barely visible. each step was cantilevered
from the wall. one could see the staircase from above or below,
but it was less noticeable from the side. klaus also created
silkscreen art works, a few of which he contributed as a set of
posters to help promote the society and to explain cybernetics.
klaus has always loved teaching, and his students have been the
beneficiaries. many of those students regard him as their mentor,
not only in their scholarly endeavors, but also in their lives. he is
insistent on clear thinking and quality work, demands with which
some students struggle. in time, however, these students come to
value the changes that have occurred in their patterns of thinking
and communications, and the impact it has on their lives in
general. for this they are forever grateful. it is not overstatement to
say that klaus is beloved by his students. we all know him as
passionate about his ideas and considerate of others as fellow
human beings.
stuart a umpleby
june 2012

i would like to acknowledge help in preparing this article from pille
bunnell, ranulph glanville and larry richards
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Directory:
A selected listing of the publications of Klaus Krippendorff, made
by himself.
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Cybernetics
Books
Communication and Control in Society. (Ed.). 597 pages. New
York: Gordon and Breach, 1979.
A Dictionary of Cybernetics. Norfolk VA: The American Society for
Cybernetics, 1986. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/224
Entrees also available on: http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/ASC/INDEXASC.html
Information Theory: Structural Models for Qualitative Data; 96
pages. Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1986.
On Communicating; Otherness, Meaning, and Information. Fernando Bermejo (Ed.). 372 pages. New York: Routledge, 2009.
Book Chapters
Conversation and its erosion into discourse and computation.
Pages 129-174 in From First to Third via Cybernetics. Torkild
Thellefsen, Brent Sørensen & Paul Cobley (Editors.). Fredericksberg, Denmark: SL forlagene, 2011.
Discourse and the Materiality of Its Artifacts. Chapter 2, pages
23-46 in Matters of Communication: Political, Cultural, and Technological Challenges to Communication Theorizing. Timothy R.
Kuhn (Editor). New York: Hampton Press (2011). http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/259
A Recursive Theory of Communication. Pages 78-104 in David
Crowley and David Mitchell (Eds.) Communication Theory Today.
Cambridge UK: Polity Press, 1994. http://repository.upenn.edu/
asc_papers/209
On the Ethics of Constructing Communication. Presidential address delivered at the International Communication Association
Conference on Paradigm Dialogues, Honolulu, Hawaii, May 26,
1985. Chapter 4, pages 66-96 in Brenda Dervin, Larry Grossberg,
Barbara J. O'Keefe and Ellen Wartella (Eds.) Rethinking Communication: Paradigm Issues, Vol.I. Newbury Park CA: Sage Publications, 1989. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/275
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Q: An Interpretation of the Information Theoretical Q-measures.
Pages 63-67 in Robert Trappl, George Klir and Franz Pichler
(Eds.). Progress in Cybernetics and Systems Research Vol. VIII.
New York: Hemisphere, 1982.
Articles in refereed Journals
Conversation: Possibilities of its Repair and Descent into Discourse and Computation. Constructivist Foundations 4, 3:
135-147, 2009. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/134
Information of interactions in complex systems. International
Journal of General Systems 38, 6: 669-680, 2009
Social Organizations as Reconstitutable Networks of
Conversation. Cybernetics and Human Knowing 15, 3-4: 149-161,
2008. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/135
Cybernetics’s Reflexive Turns. Cybernetics and Human Knowing
15, 3-4: 173-184, 2008. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/
136
Ross Ashby’s Information Theory: A bit of History, Some Solutions
to Problems, and What We Face Today. International Journal of
General Systems 38, 2: 189-212, 2009.
Correction of Figure 12, International Journal of General Systems
38, 6: 667-668, 2009. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/237
Towards a Radically Social Constructivism. Constructivist Foundation 3, 2: 91-94, 2008. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/133
The Cybernetics of Design and the Design of Cybernetics. Kybernetes 36, 9-10: 1381-1392, 2007. http://repository.upenn.edu/
asc_papers/48/
A Second-order Cybernetics of Otherness. Systems Research 13,
3: 311-328, 1996. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/80
Major Metaphors of Communication and some Constructivist
Reflections on their Use. Cybernetics & Human Knowing 2, 1:
3-25, 1993. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/84
An Epistemological Foundation for Communication. Journal of
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Communication 34, 3: 21-36, 1984.
Some Principles of Information Storage and Retrieval in Society.
General Systems 20: 15-35, 1http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/229975. Reprinted in Communications 4, 1: 5-34, &
4,2:141-156, 1978.
Conclusions from the ASC Conference on Communication and
Control in Social Processes, October 31-November 2, 1974 at the
University of Pennsylvania. Kybernetes 4: 188-189, 1975; Cybernetics Forum 7, 1: 22-23, 1975.
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Design
Books
The Semantic Turn; A New Foundation for Design; 349 pages.
Boca Raton, London, New York: Taylor & Francis CRC, 2006.
Designing In Ulm and off Ulm. Pages 55-72 in Karl-Achim Czember (Ed.). HfG, Ulm; Die Abteilung Produktgestaltung; 39 Rückblicke. Dortmund, Germany: Verlag Dorothea Rohn, 2008. http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/138
Über den Zeichen- und Symbolcharakter von Gegenständen:
Versuch zu einer Zeichentheorie für die Programmierung von
Produktformen in sozialen Kommunikationsstrukturen. 138 pages.
Diplom Thesis. Hochschule für Gestaltung, Ulm, 1961. http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/233
Design in the Age of Information, A Report to the National Science
Foundation (NSF). 184 pages. Raleigh, NC: Design Research
Laboratory, School of Design, North Carolina State University,
1997. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/96
Design Research, An Oxymoron? Pages 67-80 in Ralf Michel (Ed.)
Design Research; Essays and Selected Projects. Zürich: Birkhäuser Verlag, 2007. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/45
Propositions of Human-centeredness: A Philosophy for Design.
Pages 55-63 in David Durling and Ken Friedman (Eds.), Doctoral
Education in Design: Foundations for the Future. Staffordshire
(UK): Staffordshire University Press, 2000. http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/210
Transcending Semiotics; Toward Understanding Design for Understanding. Pages 24-47 in Susann Vihma (Ed.) Objects and
Images; Studies in Design and Advertising. Helsinki: University of
Industrial Arts, 1992.
Zum Kontext des Artefakts. Pages 256-279 in R. Komar & I. Antoni
(Eds.). Gestaltung und Wirklichkeit. Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, 1989 http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/252
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An Exploration of Artificiality; Artifact 01: 9-13, 2006 http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/
section~content=a779123985~fulltext=713240928~dontcount=true
Intrinsic Motivation and Human-centered Design; Theoretical
Issues in Ergonomics Science 5, 1: 43-72, 2004. http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/47
Design muss Sinn machen; zu einer neuen Design Theorie.
Hochschule für Gestaltung Offenbach's hfg-forum 14:24-30,
November, 1989. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/252
"On the Essential Contexts of Artifacts" or on the Proposition that
"Design is Making Sense (of Things)." Design Issues 5, 2: 9-39,
1989. http://www.jstor.org/pss/1511512
Exploring the Symbolic Qualities of Form, with Reinhart Butter.
Innovations 3, 2: 4-9, 1984. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/40
Design Discourse; A Way to Redesign Design. Keynote address to
the Society for Science of Design Studies. Tokyo, Japan: December 6, 1998, in press. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/227
Human-Centeredness; A Paradigm Shift Invoked by the Emerging
Cyberspaces. Keynote at a symposium on Connected Intelligence;
Human Beings in Information Systems at the Zentrum für Kunst
und Medientechnology, Karlsruhe, Germany, October 27-28, 1997.
http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/85
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Communication theory
On Communicating; Otherness, Meaning, and Information. Fernando Bermejo (Ed.). 372 pages. New York: Routledge, 2009.
Representation, Re-presentation, Presentation, and Conversation
in press
Conversation and its erosion into discourse and computation.
Pages 129-174 in From First to Third via Cybernetics. Torkild
Thellefsen, Brent Sørensen & Paul Cobley (Editors.). Fredericksberg, Denmark: SL forlagene, 2011.
Discourse and the Materiality of Its Artifacts. Chapter 2, pages
23-46 in Matters of Communication: Political, Cultural, and Technological Challenges to Communication Theorizing. Timothy R.
Kuhn (Editor). New York: Hampton Press (2011). http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/259
Four (In)Determinabilities, Not One. Chapter 14, pages 315-344 in
Jose V. Ciprut (Ed.). Indeterminacy: The Mapped, the Navigable,
and the Uncharted. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2009. http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/239
The Social Construction of Public Opinion. Pages 129-149 in Edith
Wienand; Joachim Westerbarkey; and Armin Scholl (Eds.). Kommunikation über Kommunikation. Theorie, Methoden und Praxis.
Festschrift für Klaus Merten. Wiesbaden: VS-Verlag, 2005. http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/75/
Writing: Monologue, Dialogue, and Ecological Narrative. Pages
119-159 in Michael B. Hinner (Ed.), Introduction to Business
Communication. Freiberger Beiträge zur Interkulturellen und
Wirtschaftskommunikation, Band 1. Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 2005.
http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/93
Ecological Narratives: Reclaiming the Voice of Theorized Others.
Chapter 1 in Jose V. Ciprut (Ed.). The Art of the Feud; Reconceptualizing International Relations. Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers,
2000. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/97/
On the Otherness that Theory Creates. Chapter 1, pages 1-13 in
Jose V. Ciprut (Ed.). Of Fears and Foes; Security and Insecurity in
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an Evolving Global Political Economy. Westport, CT: Praeger
Publishers, 2000.
De la construction des gens dans l'enquête sociale. Pages 37-55
in Judith Lazar (Ed.) Revue européenne des sciences sociales 37
no. 114, 1999.
Seeing Oneself through Others’ Eyes in Social Inquiry. Chapter 2,
pages 47-72 in Michael Huspeck and Gary P. Radford (Eds.).
Transgressing Discourses; Communication and the Voice of Other.
Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1997.
The Past of Communication's Hoped-For Future. Pages 42-52 in
Mark R. Levy & Michael Gurevich (Eds.). Defining Media Studies;
Reflections on the Future of the Field. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1994. (Originally JoC 43,3: 34-44, 1993)
A Recursive Theory of Communication. Pages 78-104 in David
Crowley and David Mitchell (Eds.) Communication Theory Today.
Cambridge UK: Polity Press, 1994. http://repository.upenn.edu/
asc_papers/209
Der Verschwundene Bote; Metaphern und Modelle der Kommunikation. Pages 79-113 in Klaus Merten, Siegfried J. Schmidt &
Siegfried Weischenberg (Eds.) Die Wirklichkeit der Medien; Eine
Einführung in die Kommunikationswissenschaft. Opladen: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1994. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/
258
Two Paths in Search of (the) Meaning (of Things). Pages 113-142
in Michael Titzmann (Ed.) Zeichen(theorie) in der Praxis. Passau,
Germany: Wissenschaftsverlag Rothe, 1993. http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/256
On the Ethics of Constructing Communication. Presidential address delivered at the International Communication Association
Conference on Paradigm Dialogues, Honolulu, Hawaii, May 26,
1985. Chapter 4, pages 66-96 in Brenda Dervin, Larry Grossberg,
Barbara J. O'Keefe and Ellen Wartella (Eds.) Rethinking Communication: Paradigm Issues, Vol.I. Newbury Park CA: Sage Publications, 1989. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/275
A Heretic Communication about Communication about Communi-
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cation about Reality. Keynote address presented at the 40th
Anniversary of the Institute of Communication Research, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, March 18-19, 1988. Chapter 10,
pages 257-276, in Miriam Campanella (Ed.). Between Rationality
and Cognition. Turin and Geneva: Albert Meynier, 1988. http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/235
Paradox and Information. Chapter 2, in Brenda Dervin and Melvin
J. Voigt (Eds.) Progress in Communication Sciences, 5:45-71,
1984.
Viestinta ja jarjestelmateoria. Chapter 1.2, pages 43-71 in Elja
Erholm and Leif Aberg, (Eds.) Viestinnan Virtauksia (The flow of
Communication). Helsinki: Otava Oy, 1978.
With Marten Brouwer, Cedric C. Clark, Michael F. Eleey, and
George Gerbner. Tabulation of Findings, Analytical Procedures,
and Sampling of Programs, Appendices A, B, and C to George
Gerbner. Violence in Television Drama: Trends and Symbolic
Functions. Pages 66-187 in George E. Comstock and Eli A. Rubinstein (Eds.). Television and Social Behavior; Reports and Papers,
Volume I: A Technical Report to the Surgeon General’s Scientific
Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Publication NSM 72-9057, 1972.
With Marten Brouwer, Cedric C. Clark, Michael F. Eleey, and
George Gerbner. The Television World of Violence, pages
With Marten Brouwer, Cedric C. Clark, Michael F. Eleey, and
George Gerbner. The Television World of Violence, pages
311-339, and Content Analysis Procedures and Results. Pages
519-591 in Robert K. Baker and Sandra J. Ball (Eds.). Mass Media
and Violence, Vol. IX. A Report to the National Commission on the
causes and prevention of violence. Washington DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, November 1969. http://repository.upenn.edu/
asc_papers/214
Conversation: Possibilities of its Repair and Descent into Discourse and Computation. Constructivist Foundations 4, 3:
135-147, 2009. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/134
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Social Organizations as Reconstitutable Networks of
Conversation. Cybernetics and Human Knowing 15, 3-4: 149-161,
2008. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/135
The Dialogical Reality of Meaning; The American Journal of Semiotics 19, 1-4: 17-34, (actually 2006, nominally) 2003. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/51
Beyond Coherence. Management Communication Quarterly 13,1:
135-145, 1999. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/240
Undoing Power. Critical Studies in Mass Communication 12, 2:
101-132, 1995. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/82 Major
Metaphors of Communication and some Constructivist Reflections
on their Use. Cybernetics & Human Knowing 2,
1: 3-25, 1993. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/84
The Past of Communication's Hoped-For Future. Journal of Communication 43, 3: 34-44, 1993.
Conversation or Intellectual Imperialism in Comparing Communication (Theories). Communication Theory 3, 3: 252-266, 1993.
http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/257
Information, Information Society and Some Marxian Propositions.
Information and Behavior 5: 487-521, 1992. http://
repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/216
The Power of Communication and the Communication of Power;
Toward an Emancipatory Theory of Communication. Communication 12: 175-196, 1989 (published 1991).
Imaging, Computing and Designing Minds. Design Management
Journal 2, 1: 29-36, 1991. http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/
234 .
Eine häretische Kommunikation über Kommunikation über Kommunikation über Realität. Delphin 13, 2: 52-67, January, 1990.
http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/235
An Epistemological Foundation for Communication. Journal of
Communication 34, 3: 21-36, 1984. Communication and the
Genesis of Structure. General Systems 16: 171-185, 1971.
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http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/225
The Expression of Values in Political Documents. Journalism
Quarterly 47: 510-518, 1970.
On Generating Data in Communication Research. Journal of
Communication 20: 241-269, 1970.
http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/273
Ecological Communication, by Niklas Luhmann. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989. Journal of Communication
41,1:136-140, 1991.
Angels Fear: Toward an Epistemology of the Sacred, by Gregory
Bateson and Mary Catherine Bateson. New York: MacMillian,
1987. Continuing the Conversation 11:1-2, 1987, and Journal of
Communication 38,3:167-171, 1988.
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Content Analysis
Content Analysis, An Introduction to Its Methodology 2nd Edition;
413 pages. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2004.
A Tartalomelemzés Módszertanának Alapjai. Budapest: Balassi
Kiad, 1995. (Hungarian translation of Content Analysis: An Introduction to its Methodology).
Metodologia de analisis de contenido: teoria y practica. BarcelonaBuenos Aires-Mexico: Ediciones Paidos, 1990. (Spanish translation of Content Analysis: An Introduction to its Methodology).
Japanese translation of a revised version of Content Analysis: An
Introduction to its Methodology. Tokyo: Keiso Communication,
1990.
Analisi del Contenuto; Introduzione Methodologica. Introduzione di
Enzo Campelli. Torino: ERI, 1983. (Italian translation of Content
Analysis; An Introduction to its Methodology).
Content Analysis; An Introduction to its Methodology. 188 pages.
Beverly Hills CA: Sage, 1980.
An Examination of Content Analysis: A Proposal for a Framework
and an Information Calculus for Message Analytic Situations. 400
pages. Ph.D. Dissertation. Urbana: University of Illinois, 1967.
http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers/250/
The Content Analysis Reader. With Mary Angela Bock. 481 pages.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2009. numerous articles
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